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Minutes: 	Patient Participation Group (PPG)
Date: 		Tuesday 4th June 2019 10.30am

Chair: 	Jackie Smith (JS) Dr CJ Waite (CJW) 

Present: 	Mr G Laidler (GL), Mr E Dodds (ED), Mr B Waller (BW), 
Mr J Juszczyk (JJ), Mrs L Morton (LM), Mrs S Cook (SC),  
Jackie Smith, Practice Manager (JS), Diane Pringle (Sec) 
	Welcome:  	 


	Apologies:  Mrs J Devlin, Dr CJ Waite (CJW)


	Previous minutes


Read and agreed.

	Matters arising


Loss of local Physiotherapy Service
The PPG and surgery have raised written concerns about the loss of this local service. Both have received the same standard letter of response which advised that one person from the physiotherapy team has retired and the position is not being replaced.  A new service, the Joint Musculoskeletal Pain Service (JMAPS), is being procured and this will include physiotherapy.  There will be a 3-month transition period.

JS advised that as JMAPS will be a commissioned service, it should be subject to a review.  The surgery is monitoring any comments from patients about the centralization of the physiotherapy service and this will be fed into any review that is held.  JS thanked the PPG for their support in raising the issue.

BW advised that he had been approached by Warwick University to take part in a survey about Tramadol, however as he is not a regular user he was not chosen to participate. The University is looking for long term users reducing opiates.

	CQC Update 


JS advised that surgeries can be given 2 weeks’ notice for a telephone interview, with a detailed list of information to be provided as evidence.  A couple of surgeries in the area have had telephone interviews and the CQC then decides whether to hold a face to face review.

As Widdrington Surgery was rated ‘Good’, we are eligible for a telephone interview 1-3 years after inspection.  Physical inspections are still 3 – 5 years.

The CQC focus will be on those surgeries rated as ‘Outstanding’ or struggling, or where there has been a significant change to the surgery.   
 

	Staff Update: 


JS provided a staff update:

	Dr Matthew Debbage, final year Registrar is working with us until August when he qualifies.  He will be replaced by another Registrar.


	Clare Stevens has left the Practice as her husband has been posted to Brunei.  Everyone wished her well.  The surgery is looking to replace her clinic time of 2 days by Dr Matthew Debbage who will be working as a locum when he qualifies.  These GP clinics will hopefully be on a Tuesday and Wednesday.


	Dr Michael Martin, F2 was with us until April.  He has been replaced by F2 Dr Max Anderson.


	Dr Alex Werner, Registrar, will be with us until December.                                   SC advised that she found Dr Werner very thorough and very nice. JS requested that she complete a feedback form for Dr Werner to add to her portfolio.


	The PPG members provided good feedback on the trainees.


	Gemma Dickinson has joined the Pharmacy as a dispenser.  She is qualified to check medication, as well as dispense.


	JS advised that this year the surgery is taking on Year 3 students, who will spend one day doing structured training from September. CJW has Year 3 students with him in the surgery today.  CJW has also taken on a new role within the CCG representing GPs.


	Friends & Family Test


JS had a selection of comments received between March and May 2019:           “very helpful”, “friendly”, “caring staff”.  2 named Dr Werner.  
The on line prescription service was noted as a good service.

A note has been added to the Friends & Family box to advise that if people want to be called back about their comments they can leave their details via Reception. 

NHS Choices website:  JS advised currently at 4.5.  The last comment posted on the site was a 5 star review in March 2019.

	  AOB


	GL: Plastic bags from Pharmacy

GL advised that when he picks up medication from the Pharmacy he is provided with a plastic bag.  He asked if these bags are degradable or if a large paper bag could be provided.
JS response: we will investigate to check if the bags are degradable and if not to look at possible options.

	Downward trend for immunization 
There was discussion about the downward trend for immunization.

JS advised that as soon as a baby is born to a patient registered with the surgery, they are tracked and invited in for vaccinations including measles. Families are under a health visitor and any immunization or decline by a parent or guardian is recorded.  There is no issue with percentage take-up of immunizations in this area.

	JS: Audit Infection Control Statement
JS advised that during the last year there have been no significant events relating to infection control, all audits have been completed and there are no outstanding issues.  The Annual Audit Infection Control Statement has been added to the website and will be displayed on the noticeboard.


	GL: Minor Surgery

GL asked if the surgery is still offering minor surgery appointments.  JS confirmed that Dr YL still offers minor surgery appointments.  These appointments are on an ad hoc basis rather than set clinics.


Meeting closed at 11:20am.
 
Date of next meeting - Tuesday 3rd September 2019 at 10.30am

